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[1] Future climate predictions by global circulation models
in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3
(CMIP3) archive indicate that the recent poleward shift
of the eddy‐driven jet streams will continue throughout
the 21st century. Here it is shown that differences in the
projected magnitude of the trend in the Southern Hemisphere
are well correlated with biases in the latitude of the jet in
the simulation of 20th century climate. Furthermore, the
latitude of the jet in the models’ 20th century climatology is
correlated with biases in the internal variability of the jet
stream, as quantified by the time scale of the annular mode.
Thus an equatorward bias in the position of the jet is
associated with both enhanced persistence of the annular
mode, and an increased poleward shift of the jet. These
relationships appear to be robust throughout the year except
in the austral summer, when differences in forcing,
particularly stratospheric ozone, make it impossible to
compare the response of one model with another. These
results suggest that the fidelity of a model’s simulation
of the 20th century climate may be related to its fitness
for climate prediction. The cause of this relationship is
discussed, as well as the implications for climate change
projections. Citation: Kidston, J., and E. P. Gerber (2010), Intermodel variability of the poleward shift of the austral jet stream in the
CMIP3 integrations linked to biases in 20th century climatology,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L09708, doi:10.1029/2010GL042873.
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!. The surface winds
time‐mean zonal‐mean zonal wind, u
reflect the convergence of westerly momentum aloft due to
the meridional propagation of eddies away from the baroclinic source region, which is damped by friction near the
surface [Held, 1975], and so serve as a good indicator of the
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and'large'poleward'shifts'under'global'warming.
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breaking.
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Testing a theory for the effect of latitude on the persistence
of eddy‐driven jets using CMIP3 simulations
Elizabeth A. Barnes1 and Dennis L. Hartmann1
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[1] The effect of latitude on the persistence of north–south
shifts in the position of the jet is investigated in 37 CMIP3

[4] In this work, we demon
Barnes et al. [2010] for 37 CMI
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Figure 1. (a) The e‐folding time of Z versus the latitude of the mean jet across scenarios and models. (b) The difference
between scenarios of the e‐folding time of Z (Dt Z) versus the poleward shift of the latitude of the mean jet (D jet latitude).
(c) D jet latitude between global warming and baseline scenarios versus the latitude of the jet in the baseline scenario.

Similar'persistence/mean'position'relationship'
The integrations show a consistent decrease in t with a
poleward shift of the midlatitude jet associated with climate
between'models,'integrations,'and'K&G
change. Excluding the outlier that exhibits an increase of t ,
the OLS fit explains 81% of the variance and suggests that t
Consistent'intramodel'decrease'in'persistence'with'
decreases about 3 days for each degree of poleward shift of
the jet.
climate'change.
[ ] Barnes et al. [2010] show in a barotropic model that
as the mean jet moves nearer to the pole, poleward wave
Jets'shift'less'under'warming'when'initially'nearer'
breaking is suppressed as the waves more readily find a
Resultsthe'pole.
turning latitude. The waves propagate preferentially equa-

quantify the strength of the linear relationship between two
variables, we standardize the variables to unit variance and
mean of zero and perform orthogonal least squares (OLS).
The reanalysis data are not included in the OLS fit, and the
percentage of total variance explained by the OLS fit (R2)
and its slope are displayed.
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[9] The main results of this study demonstrate the
mechanism of Barnes et al. [2010] in the CMIP3 GCM

torward and the easterlies on the poleward flank of the jet are
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(c) D jet latitude between global warming and baseline scenarios versus the latitude of the jet in the baseline scenario.
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More'equatorward'propagation

Wavenumber'k'turns'when'it'
reaches'the'latitude'where'
K*=%k'and'propagates'toward'
larger'K*,'breaking'near'its'
critical'latitude.
For'a'jet'at'51°S,'waves'reach'a'
turning'latitude'before'a'critical'
latitude.

Turning'>'propagation/breaking

Spreads'eddy'forcing'region'and'
lessens'the'likelihood'of'
persistence.

BARNES AND HARTMANN: EFFEC

Barnes and Hartmann (2010)
Very'similar'results'when'comparing'high'(poleward,'
wider,'shortClived)'and'low'(equatorward,'narrower,'
persistent)'phase'SAM'events'in'GCM'integrations'
and'reanalysis.
Models'agree'on'persistence/location'relationship,'
and'now'you'know'a'plausible'explanation'for'that'
relationship.
Why'the'jets'shift'under'climate'change'and'why'the'
models'are'mostly'wrong'and'diﬀer'about'the'
location'(and'therefore'persistence)'are'diﬀerent'
issues,'covered'previously'and'in'a'bit.
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Kidston and Gerber (2010)

Jet position
Jet internal variability (SAM)

Position biases are correlated
with position and variability
changes

Barnes and Hartmann (2010)

Jet position
Jet internal variability (SAM)
Wave propagation

Position biases are correlated
with position and variability
changes; Physical explanations
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Southern Hemisphere jet latitude biases in CMIP5 models linked
to shortwave cloud forcing
Paulo Ceppi,1 Yen-Ting Hwang,1 Dargan M. W. Frierson,1 and Dennis L. Hartmann1
Received 13 July 2012; revised 4 September 2012; accepted 4 September 2012; published 5 October 2012.

[1] Substantial biases in shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF) of
up to !30 W m"2 are found in the midlatitudes of the
Southern Hemisphere in the historical simulations of 34
CMIP5 coupled general circulation models. The SWCF
biases are shown to induce surface temperature anomalies
localized in the midlatitudes, and are significantly correlated
with the mean latitude of the eddy-driven jet, with a negative
SWCF bias corresponding to an equatorward jet latitude bias.
Aquaplanet model experiments are performed to demonstrate
that the jet latitude biases are primarily induced by the
midlatitude SWCF anomalies, such that the jet moves toward
(away from) regions of enhanced (reduced) temperature
gradients. The results underline the necessity of accurately
representing cloud radiative forcings in state-of-the-art
coupled models. Citation: Ceppi, P., Y.-T. Hwang, D. M. W.

ing the frequency of blocking anticyclon
2010], the distribution of surface wind
impacts on ocean currents [Fyfe and Saenk
persistence of the annular modes [Barnes
2010]. Moreover, jet latitude biases are
the context of climate change, as the magn
jected jet shift due to increasing greenhous
related to the mean latitude of the jet in C
and Gerber, 2010].
[4] In this paper, we analyze Southern H
jet latitude biases in 34 CGCMs from th
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project p
[Taylor et al., 2012]. We show that a subs
the biases in jet latitude can be explained
midlatitude (40# –60# S) shortwave forcing
particular, models with anomalously nega
wave forcing tend to exhibit an equatorwa
tude. We demonstrate that this bias is co
results of aquaplanet model experiments w
forcing is applied in midlatitudes. The resp
the forcing can be explained mainly by ch
onal surface temperature gradients and bar

Sharp'local'maxima'of'precipitation'and'surface'wind'
stress'are'found'near'the'jet'streams.
Need'for'accurate'representation'of'jet'strength'and'
position.
Frierson, and D. L. Hartmann (2012), Southern Hemisphere jet latitude biases in CMIP5 models linked to shortwave cloud forcing,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L19708, doi:10.1029/2012GL053115.

Aﬀects'frequency'of'blocking,'wind'stress'impacts'on'ocean'
currents,'persistence'of'annular'modes
1. Introduction

[2] The weather in midlatitudes is characterized by the
existence of belts of westerly jet streams in each hemisphere,
which are strongly related to the distribution of precipitation,
cloudiness, and midlatitude storms [e.g., Wallace and Hobbs,
2006]. Near the jet streams are sharp local maxima of precipitation and surface wind stress, implying that small model
errors in the latitudinal position of these features can lead to
large local biases on either side of the maxima. In addition to
directly affecting midlatitude climate, the jet streams are also
linked to the large-scale circulation in the subtropics, as
strong relationships exist between jet latitude and meridional
extent of the Hadley cells and of the subtropical dry zones
[Kang et al., 2011; Kang and Polvani, 2011]. Hence, accurate representation of the location and strength of the midlatitude jets is of crucial importance in climate modeling.
[3] Despite consistent improvements in resolution and
increasing complexity of the represented processes, current
state-of-the-art coupled global circulation models (CGCMs)
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[1] CMIP5 multimodel ensemble projection of midlatitude storm track changes has been
Model details are given by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
[2007, Section 8.2].
examined. Storm track activity is quantified by temporal variance of meridional wind and

sea level pressure (psl), as well as cyclone track statistics. For the Southern Hemisphere
(SH), CMIP5 models project clear poleward migration, upward expansion, and
intensification of the storm track. For the Northern Hemisphere (NH), the models also
project some poleward shift and upward expansion of the storm track in the upper
troposphere/lower stratosphere, but mainly weakening of the storm track toward its
equatorward flank in the troposphere. Consistent with these, CMIP5 models project
significant increase in the frequency of extreme cyclones during the SH cool season,
but significant decrease in such events in the NH. Comparisons with CMIP3 projections
indicate high degrees of consistency for SH projections, but significant differences are
found in the NH. Overall, CMIP5 models project larger decrease in storm track activity in
the NH troposphere, especially over North America in winter, where psl variance as well as
cyclone frequency and amplitude are all projected to decrease significantly. In terms of
climatology, similar to CMIP3, most CMIP5 models simulate storm tracks that are too
weak and display equatorward biases in their latitude. These biases have also been related
to future projections. In the NH, the strength of a model’s climatological storm track is
negatively correlated with its projected amplitude change under global warming, while in
the SH, models with large equatorward biases in storm track latitude tend to project larger
2
poleward shifts.

Examine'CMIP5'ensemble'storm'track'changes

of the SH storm track, while nearly half of CMIP3 models mentioned above (except for GFDL-CM3 for which pressure
did not impose changes in ozone forcing in their experiments. level data are not yet available) and 8 other models (model
Thus itHistorical:'1980C1999
is of interest to examine CMIP5 model storm track numbers 16–23 in Table 1) that have not provided model
projections and compare to projections based on CMIP3 level data, for a total of 22 models.
RCP:'4.5,'8.5;'2041C2060,'2081C2100
[11] To highlight synoptic time-scale variability, monthly
models.
In addition, Chang et al. [2012] compared CMIP3
model Variance'statistics
simulation of storm track statistics to those derived variance statistics are computed using a 24-hour difference
from ERA-Interim data and found that CMIP3 models filter [Wallace et al., 1988], as follows:
“24-hour difference filter”
exhibit biasesMeridional'wind
in storm track climatology, and that these
biases are significantly correlated with the magnitude of
vv ¼ fvðt þ 24hrÞ % vðt Þg :
ð1Þ
Citation: Chang, E. K. M., Y. Guo, and X. Xia (2012), CMIP5 multimodel ensemble projection of storm track chang
Sea'level'pressure
model projected storm track change. Thus another objective
global warming, J. Geophys. Res., 117, D23118, doi:10.1029/2012JD018578.
component, and vv
of this study is to examine whether CMIP5 model simulated In equation (1), v is the meridional wind
one’s daily weather experience – passages o
1. Introduction
Cyclone'track'statistics
difference filtered variance
of v.
overbar
anticyclones
lead The
to changes
in the weather.
storm tracks exhibit similar biases to those found in CMIP3 is the 24-hour
[ ] The midlatitude storm tracks form an important part of tion requires Lagrangian tracking of cyclone
the global circulation
[e.g., Chang
et al., 2002]. Cyclones
corresponds
to time
averaging
over each
month.
As frequency
dis- a
models.
vide information
about cyclone
Negative'sea'level'pressure'center'tracking
passing along the storm tracks dominate the day-to-day Historically, tracking was performed subj
weather
and changes
in storm[e.g.,
track activity
or Sanders,
in variability,
previous
studies
Chang
and1988],
Fu,but 2002],
this la
[9] The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we cussed
to facilitate processing
location strongly impact regional climate variations. Baroclinic tracks, many automatic objective algorithm
formpower
the storm tracks
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for of
has that
half
point
at responsible
periods
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6 days,
andfrom
will discuss the dataBetween$20%70°$latitude
used and the methodology in quantita- filter waves
developed
to compute
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transporting much of the heat, moisture, and momentum spheric analyses or numerical model simulat
in the midlatitudes.
the storm
obtained
basedThus
onhow
this
filtertracksareandvery
to and
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tively defining storm
track activity. In Section 3, CMIP5 resultspoleward
Bosartsimilar
[1989], Murray
Simmond
Lasting$over$2$days
may respond to changes in greenhouse gases under global Hodges [1999], among many others).
other
commonly
filters.
warmingusing
is of significant
interest
to many people. used band-pass
storm track climatology and projection of storm track obtained
[ ] Since the development of gridded atm
[ ] In the literature, there exist two quite distinct definisets, a second way of defining storm track
Moving$over$1000$km
[12] tionsWith
data,
for areeach
month, vv is first
of stormmodel-level
track activity. Historically,
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changes will be presented.
In Section 4, we will present
popular. Blackmon [1976] suggested that ban
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at1957,
each
point
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model level up to a
discussions including the comparison between CMIP5 and computed
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1958]. grid
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height climavariance, results
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[10] In this paper, storm track activity is examined based we have compared the variance statistics
at 250 hPa to those
on bothERACInterim
temporal variance and cyclone tracking statistics. For computed directly using the available pressure level data for
variance statistics, daily or higher frequency data are needed, several models. The comparison shows that the results are
while for cyclone tracking, 6-hourly or more frequent data nearly identical: The pattern correlations for projected
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CHANG ET AL.: CMIP5 MODEL-PROJECTED STORM TRACK CHANGE

Figure 1. Projected changes from 1980 to 1999 to 2081–2100 in zonal mean vv by CMIP5 multimodel
ensemble based on RCP8.5 scenario, as a function of latitude and pressure. (a) DJF; (b) JJA; (c) MAM;
(d) SON. Black contours indicate model climatology (contour interval 50 m2 s!2). Red and blue contours
indicate projected changes (contour interval 10 m2 s!2). Shadings indicate regions over which ≥80%
(light) or 100% (dark) of the models agree on the sign of the change.
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Figure 1. Projected changes from 1980 to 1999 to 2081–2100 in zonal mean vv by CMIP5 multimodel
ensemble based on RCP8.5 scenario, as a function of latitude and pressure. (a) DJF; (b) JJA; (c) MAM;
(d) SON. Black contours indicate model climatology (contour interval 50 m2 s!2). Red and blue contours
indicate projected changes (contour interval 10 m2 s!2). Shadings indicate regions over which ≥80%
(light) or 100% (dark) of the models agree on the sign of the change.
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Figure 4. Projected changes from 1980 to 1999 to 2081–2100 in vv at 300 hPa. (a) DJF CMIP5 RCP8.5;
(b) JJA CMIP5 RCP8.5; (c) DJF CMIP3 SRES A2; (d) JJA CMIP3 SRES A2. Black contours indicate
model climatology (contour interval 50 m2 s"2). Red and blue contours indicate projected changes (contour interval 10 m2 s"2). Shadings indicate regions over which ≥80% (light) or 100% (dark) of the models
agree on the sign of the change.
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for vv at 700 hPa. Contour intervals are 20 m2 s"2 for climatology
and 4 m2 s"2 for projected changes, respectively.
and most models show a low bias over the Pacific and
Atlantic storm tracks.

3.2.2. Projected Changes
[41] Projected changes in cyclone statistics by CMIP5
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Distribution, Surface
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 4, but for pp at sea level. Contour intervals are 20 hPa2 for climatology and
4 hPa2 for projected changes, respectively.
cyclone amplitude over most longitudes (Figure 7l), with the
largest projected increase occurring over eastern South

and amplitude are consistent with the projected decrease in
NH pp and vv in JJA presented above.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for JJA.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for JJA.
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Other Interesting Things...
Comparisons'with'CMIP3

Diﬀerent'models'with'diﬀerent'forcings,'but...
DJF:'Improved'SH'amplitude,'NH'position,'projections'very'
similar'except'for'amplitude'reduction'over'NA'at'surface
JJA:'Improved'NH'amplitude'(poleward),'worse'SH'amplitude'
(even'weaker),'NH'projections'are'for'greater'strength'
reductions,'displaced'further'poleward,'especially'aloft

Mid'21st'Century'&'RCP4.5

Results'indicate'continuous,'gradual'shift'through'century
4.5'end'of'century'shift'is'not'far'from'that'of'mid'century

Extreme'Cyclones'(<C40)'&'Bombs'(C12'hPa'in'12'h)

Models'produce'fewer'in'climatology
Extreme'C'NH:'15%'decrease'(.1C.5);'SH:'12%'increase'(.1C.7)
Bombs'C'NH:'23%'decrease'(.4C1);'SH:'13%'increase,'spring'(.1)

the relationship between a model’s amplitude bias in the NH hemispherically (but not vertically) averaged vv at 250 hPa
storm track amplitude and projected changes in NH storm for all 22 models that we have pressure level data for, and
track activity, Chang et al. [2012] already showed some the correlation is "0.43, also significant at the 95% level.
[69] For the SH (Figure 10b), the correlation is "0.30 for
preliminary results based on analyses of CMIP5 model data
using vv at 250 hPa, and suggested that such a relationship is vertically averaged vv for the 15 models, and "0.22 for vv at
D23118
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also
found in CMIP5 model
simulations.
weMODEL-PROJECTED
make use 250 hPa STORM
level forTRACK
the 22 CHANGE
models, both not statistically
sigof the model-level data provided by the 15 CMIP5 models to nificant at the 90% level. These results are consistent with
examine whether this relationship still holds for the verti- those presented by Chang et al. [2012] for vv at 300 hPa
cally averaged vv instead of just vv at either 300 or 250 hPa level for CMIP3 models. Currently, it is not clear what
level.
physical factors may be behind these correlations, and why
[68] For each model, vv at each level is averaged over the the relationship appears to be stronger for the NH than for
20 years, and then vertically averaged between 1000 and the SH.
[70] To investigate the relationship between a model’s
100 hPa, and horizontally averaged between 0 and 360!
!
longitude and 20–70 latitude (weighted by the cosine of the latitude bias in the climatological storm track and its prolatitude) for each hemisphere. This hemispherically aver- jected shift, the 20 year (1980–1999 and 2081–2100) mean
aged value of vv is then plotted against the percentage pp is zonally integrated, and the latitude of the storm track
change in the same quantity projected by the model at the peak is estimated based on a cubic fit around the peak. Note
end of the 21st century under the RCP8.5 scenario. The that estimations of the latitude of the storm track peak based
results are shown in Figure 10a for the NH. The correlation on equations (3) and (4) of Chang et al. [2012] give similar
is "0.51, significant at the 95% level, suggesting that results. The results are shown in Figure 11a for the SH. The

Biases and Their Implications

RCP8.5

Figure 10. (a) CMIP5 NH storm track projected amplitude change (%) versus climatological amplitude
(vv hemispherically and vertically averaged); (b) same as Figure 10a but for the SH.
[67] In Section 4.6, we will further examine whether
CMIP5 model storm tracks exhibit similar behaviors as
those found by Chang et al. [2012] for CMIP3 models. For
the relationship between a model’s amplitude bias in the NH
storm track amplitude and projected changes in NH storm
track activity, Chang et al. [2012] already showed some
preliminary results based on analyses of CMIP5 model data
using vv at 250 hPa, and suggested that such a relationship is
also found in CMIP5 model simulations. Here, we make use
of the model-level data provided by the 15 CMIP5 models to
examine whether this relationship still holds for the vertically averaged vv instead of just vv at either 300 or 250 hPa

models with weaker NH climatological storm track tend to
project more positive percentage change in NH storm track
amplitude. We have also examined the correlation for
hemispherically (but not vertically) averaged vv at 250 hPa
for all 22 models that we have pressure level data for, and
the correlation is "0.43, also significant at the 95% level.
[69] For the SH (Figure 10b), the correlation is "0.30 for
vertically averaged vv for the 15 models, and "0.22 for vv at
250 hPa level for the 22 models, both not statistically significant at the 90% level. These results are consistent with
those presented by Chang et al. [2012] for vv at 300 hPa
level for CMIP3 models. Currently, it is not clear what
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Jet position
Jet internal variability (SAM)
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changes
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Jet position
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Wave propagation
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[1] An assessment of the ﬁfth Coupled Models Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) models’

simulation of the near-surface westerly wind jet position and strength over the Atlantic,
Indian and Paciﬁc sectors of the Southern Ocean is presented. Compared with reanalysis
climatologies there is an equatorward bias of 3.3! (inter-model standard deviation
of " 1.9! ) in the ensemble mean position of the zonal mean jet. The ensemble mean
strength is biased slightly too weak, with the largest biases over the Paciﬁc sector
(#1.4 " 1.2 m/s, #19%). An analysis of atmosphere-only (AMIP) experiments indicates
that 28% of the zonal mean position bias comes from coupling of the ocean/ice models to
the atmosphere. The response to future emissions scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) is
characterized by two phases: (i) the period of most rapid ozone recovery (2000–2049)
during which there is insigniﬁcant change in summer; and (ii) the period 2050–2098 during
which RCP4.5 simulations show no signiﬁcant change but RCP8.5 simulations show
poleward shifts (0.33, 0.18 and 0.27! /decade over the Atlantic, Indian and Paciﬁc sectors,
respectively), and increases in strength (0.07, 0.08 and 0.15 m/s/decade, respectively). The
models with larger equatorward position biases generally show larger poleward shifts (i.e.
state dependence). This inter-model relationship is strongest over the Paciﬁc sector
(r = #0.91) and weakest over the Atlantic sector (r = #0.39). An assessment of jet structure
shows that over the Atlantic sector jet shift is not clearly linked to indices of jet structure
whereas over the Paciﬁc sector the distance between the sub-polar and sub-tropical
westerly jets appears to be important.
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1. Introduction
[2] In recent decades, the climatological maximum in
near-surface (10 m) westerly winds over Southern
Hemisphere mid latitudes (referred to hereinafter as the ‘surface jet’) has shifted polewards and strengthened. Current
modelling and observational evidence suggests that this is
largely in response to the depletion of stratospheric ozone
with an additional contribution from greenhouse gas
(GHG) concentration increases [Thompson and Solomon,
2002; Shindell and Schmidt, 2004; Arblaster and Meehl,
2006; Roscoe and Haigh, 2007; Yang et al., 2007]. In the
ocean, the inﬂuence of these atmospheric changes has been
linked to changes in sea ice, eddy kinetic energy, sea surface
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temperature (SST), mixed-layer depth
and Visbeck, 2002; Meredith and Ho
and England, 2006; Verdy et al.
Thompson, 2008; Sallee et al., 2008
et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2011; W
addition, changes in the upper ocean
forcing may have had an impact o
storage in the Southern Ocean, b
upwelling and outgassing [e.g. Le Que
directly, by inﬂuencing nutrient cycl
activity [Lovenduski and Gruber, 20
2007; Sallee et al., 2010]. An accu
the surface westerly winds at southern
fore critical to many aspects of the co
[3] In terms of future projections, m
current generation of climate models e
and strengthening of the Southern Hem
response to greenhouse gas (GHG)
Saenko, 2006; Miller et al., 2006; Br
Wilcox et al., 2013]. However, model
jected future ozone recovery have in
summer (DJF) the response of the
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Figure 1. Climatological annual mean westerly 10 m

s ranging from 5.0 to 9.7 m s#1. The weak negative
mble mean strength bias of #0.4 ! 1.0 m s#1 is small
ared with the inter-model standard deviation. The skill
e models in reproducing observed position and strength

Simulations
[15] The surface jet is associated with the mid-lat
storm track, which is driven by baroclinic eddies. Many
tors, both local and remote, can exert an inﬂuence on
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3.3. Changes During the 20th and 21st Century in the
Zonal-Mean and in the Atlantic, Paciﬁc and Indian
Ocean Sectors
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Here differences are for annual mean climatologies over the period 1985–2004 deﬁned relative to ERA-Interim. For reference the equivalent diagnostics
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Figure 5. Latitude/time plots of annual mean zonal mean 10 m westerly wind between 1900 and 2099.
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Changes by Basin & Scenario

RCP8.5

RCP4.5
Figure 6. Time series of the latitude of the Southern Hemisphere surface jet. The period 1900–2005 is taken
from historical simulations and the period 2006–2099 is taken from future scenarios RCP8.5 (a–c) and
RCP4.5 (d–f). Ensemble means are shown for the Atlantic sector (dotted lines), Indian sector (dashed lines)
and Paciﬁc sector (dashed-dotted lines). Annual mean (a, d), summer (December–February) (b, e) and winter
(June–August)
(c, f) values
are shown.
Theperiod
lines are
smoothedisusing
Figure 6. Time series of the latitude of the
Southern Hemisphere
surface
jet. The
1900–2005
takena 10-year moving average.

Annual

DJF

JJA

from historical simulations and the period 2006–2099 is taken from future scenarios RCP8.5 (a–c) and
RCP4.5 (d–f). Ensemble means are shown for the Atlantic sector (dotted lines), Indian sector (dashed lines)
and Paciﬁc sector (dashed-dotted lines). Annual mean (a, d), summer (December–February) (b, e) and winter
(June–August) (c, f) values are shown. The lines are smoothed using a 10-year moving average.

8.5

4.5

d low top models in their projections of both position
ength of the surface jet across the Atlantic, Indian and
sectors.
The results show that on average the high top models
a larger equatorward bias in present-day annual-

(1.5 , p = 0.03). However, it should be noted that of the high
top models with large biases and shifts, two closely related
model groups, 20–21–22 and 23–24, could be considered
as single models. When taking this into consideration the difference is no longer statistically signiﬁcant (0.7! , p = 0.13).

Model
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High and Low Top Models
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v.
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Jet Shift and State Dependence
Investigate'2'mechanisms'that'relate'shifts'in'the'jet'
to'tropospheric'eddy'feedbacks'that'depend'on'the'
time'mean'jet'structure:
Barnes'and'Hartmann'(2010)

Diﬀerences'in'eddy'feedback'could'originate'in'diﬀerences'in'
wave'breaking'on'the'poleward'side'of'the'subCpolar'jet,'when'
poleward'breaking'is'suppressed'and'a'wider'jet'extends'to'
higher'latitudes.
Models'that'already'do'that'show'smaller'shifts'in'projections

Simpson'et$al.'(2012)

Tropospheric'eddy'feedback'and'poleward'shift'is'stronger'
when'the'distance'between'the'subCpolar'eddyCdriven'jet'and'
the'subCtropical'critical'line'is'smaller.''
Higher'latitude'jets'with'a'larger'distance'exhibit'a'weaker'
poleward'jet'shift.

PTCDistance:'SubCpolar'jet'to'subCtropical'critical'line'(kinda)
PCwidth:'Width'of'subCpolar'jet

fore the focus of comparisons here. Over the Indian sector
(not shown) and Paciﬁc sector (Figure 12), ERA-Interim
shows a clear sub-tropical jet (at ~30! S and ~200 hPa) and
a clear lower-tropospheric sub-polar jet at ~50! S. However,
over the Atlantic sector (Figure 13) ERA-Interim exhibits
nearly merged sub-polar and sub-tropical jets. Here agreement with the CMIP5 models is relatively good in the sense
that they also exhibit nearly merged jets. However, over the
Paciﬁc sector the CMIP5 models exhibit a wide range of
structures, with some models successfully capturing the

These mechanisms, put forward by Barnes and Hartmann
[2010] and Simpson et al. [2012], both relate shifts in the
jet to tropospheric eddy feedbacks that depend on the time
mean jet structure. Barnes and Hartmann [2010] suggest
that differences in eddy feedback could originate from
differences in wave breaking on the poleward side of the
sub-polar jet. According to this mechanism a poleward shift
occurs when poleward breaking is suppressed and the resulting wider jet extends to higher latitudes. The implication is
that models with jets that already exhibit weak poleward
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The'dynamical'response'diﬀers'across'sectors.'
[ ] The ensemble mean bias in the position of the jet in a of most rapid stratospheric ozone recovery; a
subset of nine available atmosphere-only AMIP simulations strengthening more or less pronounced in th
Both'mechanisms'appear'to'be'factors'in'the'Indian'and'
was found to be 28% smaller than the historical CMIP5 of the 21st century depending on the intensit
simulations with corresponding atmospheric models. This tive forcing. The reduced jet shift and reduced
Atlantic'sectors.
comparison suggests that an important contributor to the in the ﬁrst half of the 21st century occurs main
CMIP5 bias is in coupling to the ocean and sea ice models, mer season, which is the season of stronges
which can amplify atmospheric biases and introduce biases stratospheric ozone recovery and therefore s
4. Discussion and Conclusions
Only'the'PT'mechanism'seems'to'hold'in'the'Paciﬁc.
generated by the ocean/ice models themselves or by the cou- of the year-round inﬂuence of projected G

Figure 14. As in Figure 11, but showing historical PT-distance along the x-axis.

8). This contrasts with the Indian and Paciﬁc
there is no signiﬁcant correlation (r = !0.06
espectively). The implication of this is that inrences in jet position over the Atlantic sector
ly associated with latitudinal displacements of
structure and differences in PT-distance are
echanism of Simpson et al. [2012] would not

Figure 15. As in Figure 11, but showing historical P-width along the x-axis.
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dynamics of the jet response seem to differ across different
sectors of the Southern Ocean.

[31] In this paper an pling
assessment
of theWe
CMIP5
models’
procedure.
note that
it is important to understand

This summer offset represents an approxima
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Variables

Notes

Kidston and Gerber (2010)

Jet position
Jet internal variability (SAM)

Position biases are correlated
with position and variability
changes

Barnes and Hartmann (2010)

Jet position
Jet internal variability (SAM)
Wave propagation

Position biases are correlated
with position and variability
changes; Physical explanations

Ceppi et al. (2012)

Jet position
SWCF
Surface temperature

Position biases are correlated
with SWCF biases; Points to
local cloud biases.

Chang et al. (2012)

v-wind and SPL variance
Cyclone track statistics

Correlations between historical
biases and projected shifts in
position and strength

Bracegirdle et al. (2013)

Jet position
Jet strength
Jet width/distance to C.L.

PT-distance and jet width
correlate with jet shift;
Dependent on basin

Grise & Polvani (2014)
Noting'that:

Feedbacks'involving'clouds'are'responsible'for'most'of'the'
spread'in'climate'sensitivity,
The'Southern'Ocean'is'almost'entirely'covered'by'clouds'in'
climatology,
Southern'clouds'are'related'to'the'position'of'storm'tracks'and'
jets'that'is'projected'to'change,
And'the'relationship'between'SH'jet'variability'and'cloud'
radiative'processes'is'model'dependent,

The'goal'is'to'clarify'the'connections'among'jet'
variability,'cloud'radiative'processes,'and'model'
sensitivity.

20'CMIP5'models'with'equilibrium'climate'sensitivity'values
Preindustrial,'historical,'4xCO2,'30Cyear'ﬁxed'SST/SI'(PI'&'4x)
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FIG. 1. Regressions of shortwave cloud radiative effect (CRE) anomalies (from the long-term mean) on the SH jet latitude time series from
each of the indicated CMIP5 models (see Table 1). These shortwave jet–CRE patterns are calculated for the December–February (DJF)
season, in the preindustrial control climate of each model. The contour interval is 0.25 W m22. Units correspond to a 18 poleward jet shift. The
numbers below each panel display the values in that panel averaged over 308–608S, which we refer to as the shortwave jet–CRE index.

Bender, F. A.-M., V. Ramanathan, and G. Tselioudis, 2012:
0

One might question our categorization of type I and type
II models in this section using visual analysis alone, but
nearly identical results can be derived quantitatively. Averaging the shortwave jet–CRE over the 308–608S latitude
band clearly distinguishes the two classes of models (see
also Fig. 3c), and these values (which we refer to hereafter
as the shortwave ‘‘jet–CRE index’’) are noted below each
panel in Fig. 1. All the type I models have a positive
(warming) value of the index, whereas all but one type II
model have a negative (cooling) value of the index. The
one outlier (model 18; see Table 1) visually appears to be
a type II model, but quantitatively fits with the type I
models. In the remaining figures, we will underline results

0

In this section, we compare the jet–CRE patterns from
CMIP5 models with those derived from recent observations, in order to determine which class of models has
more realistic behavior. The jet–CRE patterns derived
from the models’ historical runs are very similar to those
derived from their preindustrial control runs (as shown in
Figs. 1–3), and are not shown here for brevity.
Figure 4 shows the observed jet–CRE patterns derived
using radiative fluxes from the ISCCP-FD and CERES
datasets and zonal winds from the ERA-Interim reanalysis. The observed longwave jet–CRE patterns from

Longwave CRE Anomalies Regressed on
SH Jet Latitude Time Series, DJF, PI
1 AUGUST 2014

GRISE AND POLVANI

FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for the longwave jet–CRE patterns. The contour interval is 0.125 W m22.
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Composite jet-CRE Patterns
6080

Composite'longwave'
pattern'nearly'identical'for'
both'types
Clear'composite'shortwave'
diﬀerences
Hemispherically'averaged'
heating'for'Type'I;'''''''''''''''
cooling'for'Type'II
Likely'to'have'implications'
under'climate'change
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Comparison with Observations
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Longwave'pattern'is'
similar'to'models.
Shortwave'pattern'is'
like'a'noisy'Type'II.
Previous'study'of'a'
Type'I'model'showed'
good'match'to'cloud'
fraction'data.

Only'shows'up'in'jetCCRE

- 0.50 Wm

- 0.34 Wm

FIG. 4. As in Figs. 1 and 2, but for the-2
observed jet–CRE patterns calculated using the monthly-mean
DJF (left)
-2
ISCCP-FD (December 1983–December 2004) and (right) CERES (December 2000–February 2013) datasets, and
the time series of the jet latitude derived from the ERA-Interim reanalysis. The stippling indicates regions that are

Zonally Averaged CRE Climatology (DJF)
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Widely'diﬀering'SW'CRE'minima

FIG. 5. (a) Present-day DJF zonal-mean shortwave CRE climatology for CERES observations (green) and individual type I (red) and
type II (blue) CMIP5 models. The CERES climatology is derived from the 13 yr of available satellite observations (December 2000–
February 2013), and the model climatologies are derived from the last 13 yr of the CMIP5 historical scenario (1993–2005). (b) Scatterplot
between (abscissa) the shortwave jet–CRE index for each CMIP5 model and (ordinate) the climatological minimum in shortwave CRE
over the Southern Ocean for each model [as shown in (a) for the present-day climatology]. Numbers on the scatterplot correspond to the
"2
"2
models identified in Fig. 1. Calculations in (b) are for the DJF season, in the preindustrial control climate of each model.

Maximum'in'cloud'reﬂection'of'insolation
Type'I:'"140&Wm ;''''Type'II:'"110&Wm

Models'with'greater'climatological'reﬂection'of'
distinct climatological minima in the southern Atlantic observed jet–CRE patterns over the Southern Ocean
incident'SW'also'have'greater'SW'jetCCRE'indices.
and Indian
Oceans (458–608S, 608W–608E) and in the (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). The more realistic jet–CRE patterns in
southwestern Pacific Ocean (508–658S, 1808–1208W).
Interestingly, the composite of type II models is also
closer to observations in the SH subtropical ocean
basins, where the model representation of stratocumu-

type II models appear to result from the models’ ability
to capture the observed spatial (Fig. 6) and optical depth
(Fig. 7) distributions of low clouds over the Southern
Ocean. Other factors might also contribute to the im-

Spatial CRE Climatology (DJF)
1 AUGUST 2014
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Type'I'magnitudes'
are,'again,'close'to'
observations.
Type'I'structure'is'
too'widespread'
and'zonally'
symmetric.
Type'II'still'
underestimates'
magnitude.
Type'II'structure'is'
a'better'match.

FIG. 6. Present-day DJF shortwave CRE climatology for (a) CERES observations, (b) type I
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Future Climate Projections: 4xCO2
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Annual Global Mean, Surface
Response vs. PI
18?

Type'I'models'warm'faster'in'the'ﬁrst'20'years.
Slow'convergence'noted.

FIG. 8. Global-mean surface temperature response to abrupt quadrupling of CO2 in CMIP5 models. (a) Composite annual-mean time
series for type I (red) and type II (blue) models. Results are derived as the difference between the abrupt 43CO2 scenario for each model
and its preindustrial control climatology. Shading denotes 90% confidence intervals. (b) Scatter of individual model responses averaged
over the first 20 yr of the abrupt 43CO2 scenario. For each type of model, the circle denotes the multimodel mean, the bar denotes the
range of the 25th–75th percentiles, and each diagonal cross denotes outliers about the 25th–75th percentiles. (c) As in (b), but for twice the
individual model values of equilibrium climate sensitivity (from Forster et al. 2013). The equilibrium climate sensitivity values are
doubled, so that all panels in the figure correspond to a 43CO2 climate.

Little'diﬀerence'in'climate'sensitivity.

Agrees'with'other'studies'showing'cloudCinduced'SW'
and seventh columns of Table 2) nor significant at the SH midlatitudes (358–508S, see boxed region in Fig. 9b),
warming'as'largely'responsible'for'rapid'adjustment.
end of the abrupt 43CO integrations (i.e., the last 50 yr; in both the fully coupled (Fig. 10b, left) and fixed SST
2

not shown).
To clarify the role of SSTs in the jet shifts, in the right
column of Fig. 10a, we show the responses of the SH

(Fig. 10b, right) experiments. As one can see in Fig. 10b
(left), an initial shortwave CRE response of ;3.5 W m22
occurs within the first two years after CO2 quadrupling in

6088

FIG. 9. Differences in the composite annual-mean responses to 43CO2 forcing between type I
and type II models (i.e., type I response 2 type II response). For each model, the responses are
derived as the difference between (a),(b) the abrupt 43CO2 scenario (averaged over the first
20 yr) and the corresponding preindustrial control climatology and (c) the 43CO2 and control
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FIG. 10. Response to abrupt quadrupling of CO2 in CMIP5 models. (a) On the left is the composite annual-mean
time series of the SH midlatitude jet latitude for (red) type I models and (blue) type II models. Results are derived as
the difference between the abrupt 43CO2 scenario for each model and its preindustrial control climatology. Shading
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While'the'jets'shift'in'both'
Types,'only'those'that'produce'
SW'CRE'warming'in'response'
to'unforced'jet'shifts'also'
produce'it'in'the'forced'case.
The'additional'warming'may'
bias'Type'I'model'projections.
Type'II'models'may'be'underestimating'warming.
No'evidence'of'a'statistical'diﬀerence'in'equilibrium'
climate'sensitivity,'as'warming'converges.
The'signiﬁcant'diﬀerence'is'in'the'rapid'response'to'CO2.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 5b, but for the scatterplot between (abscissa) the
shortwave jet–CRE index for each CMIP5 model and (ordinate) the
initial (first 5 yr) response of shortwave CRE (358–508S) to abrupt
43CO2 forcing. The response is derived as the difference between
the abrupt 43CO2 scenario for each model and its preindustrial
control climatology (see Fig. 10b). A virtually identical scatterplot
can be produced using the response of shortwave CRE averaged
over the 308–608S latitude band on the ordinate (r 5 0.85).

shortwave CRE response does not closely follow the
midlatitude jet response (Fig. 10a, left), but instead that of
the steadily increasing global-mean surface temperature
(Fig. 8a). Thus, as argued by K14, thermodynamic influences are also a key factor in explaining the shortwave
CRE response at SH midlatitudes, particularly as the
equilibrium climate is approached.
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Variables

Notes

Kidston and Gerber (2010)

Jet position
Jet internal variability

Position biases are correlated with
position and variability changes

Jet position
Barnes and Hartmann (2010) Jet internal variability
Wave propagation

Position biases are correlated with
position and variability changes;
Physical explanations

Jet position
SWCF
Surface temperature

Position biases are correlated with
SWCF biases; Points to local cloud
biases.

Chang et al. (2012)

v-wind and SPL variance
Cyclone track statistics

Correlations between historical biases
and projected shifts in position and
strength

Bracegirdle et al. (2013)

Jet position
Jet strength

PT-distance and jet width correlate
with jet shift;
Dependent on basin

Cloud radiative effect
Jet position
Cloud optical depth
Surface temperature

Position biases are not well correlated
with SWCRE; Contrary indications are
due to Type-I models’ rapid response.

Ceppi et al. (2012)

Grise and Polvani (2014)

